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Final Project:
Case by Case, my Nature of Code final project came from the idea to 
distinguish lowercase letters from uppercase letters for little kids to use. This 
was inspired by a parent-teacher meeting for my 3-year old. The teacher 
told me that my child was really good at identifying uppercase letters, but 
not lower case letters. When we read, we are deciphering many strings of 
lowercase letters, so I wanted to figure out a fun exercise to help him learn in 
preparation to learning how to read.



Main Goal:
To explore and understand the initial steps of letter and number recognition in 
a machine learning system using Shiffman’s Neural Network with p5 example of 
handwritten numbers and applying letters to his sketch. 

Shiffman’s ‘Neural Network built with p5’ 
using the MNIST database



Image & Art Recognition:
And as a graphic designer, I also find hand drawn and illustrated type as something 
that I pay close attention when looking for illustrators and design inspiration 
(example: typography project, 36 Days of Type)

Eventually, I would like to apply a machine learning model to identify abstract looking 
letters and numbers in graphic illustrations, photos and different typefaces.

36 DAYS OF TYPE



1st Step:
Learning how to convert the picture files of letters and adding it to the 
p5 sketch example



1080 x 1080 pixels
RGB

28 x 28 pixels
Greyscale

Conversion from JPEG using Python to extract the 
pixel values from the photo illustration.

IMAGE CONVERSION TO TRAINING/TEST DATA

Image added to the test data



ADDING THE UPPER & LOWERCASE TRAINING SETS

JPEGS Pixel values converted 
in Python 

Then added to training 
and test dataset
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SHIFFMAN’S NEURAL NETWORK WITH p5

Conversion of the letter to a integer
using ASCII Code

Updated dataset with upper and lowercase letters 
tested in the Neural Network

ADDED ASCII TRANSLATION AS 
A VISUAL TO SEE THE TESTING



Next steps:
To keep exploring this method and eventually build this kid’s app that could not only 
create testing data from what the child writes, but could also be a fun way for kid’s to 
practice writing their letters and identifying the letters case by case. 
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Case by Case

Mockup of a kid’s 
learning app to 
help learn the 
difference between 
uppercase and 
lowercase letters




